MSU Mankato Special Education: Graduate Course Location and Type of delivery

TELEPRESENCE MEANS THAT STUDENTS CAN ATTEND AT BOTH THE MANKATO CAMPUS AS WELL AS EDINA AT THE SAME TIME

FALL SEMESTERS

**Courses and format are subject to change. Face to face sessions are in the evenings unless indicated as “weekends”. Telepresence is technology that allows for the course to be conducted on both campuses- the course will meet in person at both campuses and the instructor will be in attendance at one of the 2 campuses (Edina or Mankato). For a course with hybrid, this would mean that the course has both online and in person meetings and will not meet each week of the semester.**

SPED 509 – online

SPED 514 – online

SPED 520 - online (with two group phone calls)

SPED 600 – online

SPED 605 - online

SPED 614 – online

SPED 621 - online (with two group phone calls)

SPED 645 – telepresence, hybrid

SPED 652 - online (with live chats)

SPED 657 – online (with two group phone calls)

SPED 661 - online

SPED 646 - online (with two face to face sessions)

SPED 656 – telepresence (both sites)

SPED 659 - online

SPED 684 – online (with live chats)

SPED 694 – must be arranged with faculty of record
SPRING SEMESTERS

**Courses and format are subject to change**

SPED 511 - online

SPED 513 – online

SPED 548 – telepresence, Edina

SPED 610 – online

SPED 619 – online

SPED 622 - online (with two group phone calls)

SPED 625 - online (with two group phone calls)

SPED 639 – online

SPED 644 - online

SPED 653 - online (with live chats)

SPED 656 – telepresence (both sites)

SPED 659 - online

SPED 694 – must be arranged with faculty of record
SUMMER SESSIONS

***Courses and format are subject to change

SPED 590 (IEP Writing) – online
SPED 548 - online
SPED 605 – online
SPED 639 – online
SPED 644 - online
SPED 661 - online
SPED 685 - online (with live chats)
SPED 694 – independent study, arranged
Schedule, by disability-specific areas

**Courses and format are subject to change**

Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)

- SPED 684 – fall, online (with live chats)
- SPED 685 – summer, online (with live chats)
- SPED 659 – spring and fall, online
- SPED 656 – spring and fall, telepresence
- SPED 686 – student teaching, spring and fall

Developmental Disabilities (DD)

- SPED 652 – fall, online (with live chats)
- SPED 653 – spring, online (with live chats)
- SPED 659 – spring and fall, online
- SPED 656 – spring and fall, telepresence
- SPED 655 – student teaching, spring and fall

Early Childhood Special Education (ECSE)

- SPED 520 – fall, online (with two group phone calls)
- SPED 621 - fall, online (with two group phone calls)
- SPED 622 – spring, online (with two group phone calls)
- SPED 625 – spring, online (with two group phone calls)
- SPED 659 – spring and fall, online
- SPED 656 – spring and fall, telepresence
- SPED 627 – student teaching, spring and fall

Emotional/Behavioral Disorders (EBD)

- SPED 644 – spring and summer, online
- SPED 657 – fall, online
- SPED 659 – spring and fall, online
- SPED 656 – spring and fall, telepresence
- SPED 667 – student teaching, spring and fall

Learning Disabilities (LD)

- SPED 644 – spring and summer, online
- SPED 646 – fall, online (two face to face sessions)
- SPED 659 – spring and fall, online
- SPED 656 – spring and fall, telepresence
- SPED 648 – student teaching, spring and fall
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Special Education Prerequisite, Core, Standards of Effective Practice, & Master’s courses

**Courses and format are subject to change**

SPED 509 – online- Fall
SPED 511 – online- Spring
SPED 513 – online- Spring
SPED 514 – online- Fall
SPED 548 – telepresence- Spring; online- Summer
SPED 600 – online- Fall
SPED 610 – online- Spring
SPED 605 – online – Fall and Summer
SPED 614 – online- Fall
SPED 619 – online- Spring
SPED 639 – online- Spring and Summer
SPED 645 – hybrid- Fall
SPED 661 – online- Fall and Summer
SPED 694 – must be arranged with faculty of record– fall, spring, summer